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Abstract: This paper has a facts Mining has wide applications in a great number of bands for example 

banking, medicine, and exploratory observation and among government offices. order is one of the 

normally, commonly put to use assignments as a part of facts mining applications. For as long as ten-years 

stage, because of the higher-going of different safety Issues, a great number of ideas-based and at hand 

responsible for the Arrangement Issue have been offered under different safety copies made to scale. On 

the other hand, with the later measure of made distribution computing, clients now have the chance to get 

work done by others their information, in made a rule structure, and in addition the information mining 

assignments to the cloud. Since the information on the cloud is in made a rule structure, having existence 

safety looking out for giving quality of procedures are not ongoing. In this paper, we get, come together at 

one point on takeng care of the Arrangement Issue over made a rule information. specially, we offer a 
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took care of K-NN classifier over made a rule information in the cloud. The offered Convention makes 

certain the secrecy of information, safety of client's information question, and keeps secret the information 

way in Designs. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to join to a safe K-NN classifier over 

made orders for computer information under the semi-fair design to be copied. in the same way, we 

observationally make observation the power of our offered Convention putting to use a true earth 

knowledge under different parameter gold frames 

 

Index Terms:  Data protection, k-NN Data Classifier, Databases, Encryption. .

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

As of late, the cloud computing earth view is changing the associations' careful way for working their 

information especially in the way they store, way in and process information. As an undergoing growth 

recording, listing earth view, made distribution computing pulls up in a great number of associations to 

take into account truly with respect to cloud possible & unused quality as far as its money used, needed, 

for something power, power to adjust, and offload to do with managing overhead. frequently, associations 

representative their computational operations not withstanding their information to the cloud. In though 

weighted by of great points of interest that the cloud offers, system of care for trade and safety issues in 

the cloud are taking necessary steps organizations to use those good conditions. At the point when 

information is greater than delicate, the information should be made a rule before getting work done by 

others to the cloud as suggested in. Be that as it may, when information are made orders for computer, 

Independent of the deep encryption map, giving effect to any information mining assignments turns out to 

be greatly hard without ever unscrambling the information. There are other safety business houses, given 

view by the going with example. facts mining over encrypted facts (detailed by DMED) on a cloud also 

needs to keep safe (out of danger) a client's record when the record is a part of a facts mining process. 

However cloud can also outline useful and sensitive information about the get work done by others facts 

items by making observations the facts way in designs even if the knowledge for computers are 

encrypted. as an outcome of that, the privacy/security requirements of the DMED hard question on a 

cloud are of three sorts: (1) right not to be public of the 

 

2. Literature survey  
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Novel PPkNN protocol: A secure k-NN classifier over   semantically secure  encrypted data.   Privacy 

Preserving Approach.  

 This project may be wide applications in many areas such as banking, medicine,             

scientific research and among government agencies. 

 

3. DIFFICULTY CLASSIFICATION 

 

Take as probable John owns a knowledge-base DB of N records T 1, . . . , T N and m+ 1 properties. Let T 

P ,q be the sign of the q the quality value of record T P. as first started, Ricky encrypts his knowledge-

base quality- 1) has in it the part ticket giving name (joined to wear). We take to be true that the close 

relation encryption design is safe as well as the further order process to the outsourced facts. Let Bob be a 

given power user who wants to put in order his input record R= hr rickypointing39@gmail.com1, . . . , R 

m P by putting to use the k-NN order careful way based -observance safe k-NN (PPkNN) order over 

encrypted knowledge for computers in the cloud. formally, we make statement of the sense of words the 

PPkNN approved design as: Where C R is the sign of the part ticket giving name (joined to clothing) for 

R after putting to use K-& R. 

 

 4. BACKGROUND 

 

As suggested in [4] fully homomorphism system can solve the problem as third party is used  for the 

arbitrary functions but such techniques are pricey. By using Shamir's layout [5] we  can develop PPkNN 

but our work be poles apart in other way. Existing work on PP Data Mining either perturbation or secure 

multi-party computation based approach) cannot solve the  DMED problem. Uneasy  data do not possess 

semantic security, so data perturbation  method cannot be used to encrypt highly faint data. Also the 

uneasy data do not  produce very accurate data mining results. Secure user computation (SMC) based 

approach  assumes data are distributed and not encrypted at each  

participate party. modules which is presented in this system 

 

PRIVACY-PRESERVING PRIMITIVES    

Secure Minimum (SMIN)    
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Secure Minimum out of n Numbers (SMINn)   Secure Frequency (SF) 

 

5. ALGORITHMS 

 

 

PRIVACY-PRESERVING PRIMITIVES:-Here we present a set of generic sub-protocols that  will be 

used in construct our proposed k-NN protocol as given in [3].All of the below  protocols are considered 

under two-client semi-honest setting. In particular, we consider the  presence of two semi honest clients 

P1 and P2 such that the Palliser's secret key sk is  identified only to P2 whereas ik is public. Secure 

Minimum (SMIN):- In this protocol, P1holds private input (u, v) and P2 holds sk,  where u = 

([u],Epk(su)) and v = ([v],Eik(sv)). Here su (resp., sv) denotes the secret  

associated with u(resp., v). The goal of SMIN is for P1 and P2 to jointly Here we present a  set of generic 

sub-protocols that will be used in constructing our proposed k-NN protocol .All  of the below protocols 

are considered under two-clients semi-honest setting. In particular, we  consider the presence of two semi 

honest clients P1 and P2 such that the Palliser's secret  key sk is known only to P2 whereas ik is public. 

Secure Minimum out of n Numbers (SMINn):-In this protocol, we consider P1 with n  encrypted vector's 

([d1], [dn]) along with their corresponding encrypted secrets and P2 with  sk. Here[dp] = hEik(dp,1), . . . 

,Eik(dp,l)i where dp,1 anddi,l are the most and least momentous  bits of integer irrespectively, for 1 n. 

The secretor dp is given by sdi . P1 and P2 jointly  compute[min(d1, . . . , dn)]. In addition, they compute 

Epk(smin(d1,...,dn)). At the end of this  protocol ,the output ([min(d1, . . . , dn)],Epk(smin(d1,...,dn)))is 

known only to P1. During  Secure Frequency (SF):- Here P1 with private input (hEik(c1), . . .Eik(cw)p, 

hEik(c1), . .  

. ,Eik(ck)p)and P2 securely compute the encryption of the frequency of cq , denoted by  

f(cq), in the listhc1, . . . , ckp, for 1  and cp {c1, . . . , cw}, for 1 pk. The output Eik(f(c1)), . . . 

,Eik(f(cw))p will be known only  to P1. During the SF protocol, no data regarding c, cq , and f(cq) is 

revealed to P1 andP2,  for 1 k and 1 w.  

 

6.MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION  

 

Let S is the Whole System Consist of  

Where Q is set of query entered by user. Q={q1,    
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PPKNN = process as privacy-preserving k-NN.  

SRKNN = Secure Retrieval of k-Nearest Neighbours.  

SCMCK = Secure Computation of Majority Class.  

PPP = Privacy-Preserving Primitives 

 

7.  PROCEDURE 

 

The proposed PPkNN protocol mainly consists of the following two stages:  

  

Phase 1: Secure Retrieval of k-Nearest Neighbors (SRkNN):   In this stage, User initially sends his query 

q (in encrypted form) to C1.   After this, C1 and C2 involve in a set of sub-protocols to securely repossess 

(in  

encrypted form) the class   Labels corresponding to the k-nearest neighbors of the input query q.   At the 

end of this step, encrypted class labels of k-nearest neighbors are known only  

to C1.  

  

Phase 2: Secure Computation of Majority group of pupils (SCMCk):   C1 and C2 jointly compute the 

class label with a majority voting among the k-nearest  

neighbors of q.   At the end of this step, only User knows the class label corresponding to his input  

query record q.  
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FIG: flow chart 

K Nearest Neighbor algorithm: 

 

Lazy Learning Algorithm 

Defer the decision to generalize beyond the training examples till a new query is encountered Whenever 

Whenever we have a new point to classify, classify, we find its K nearest neighbors from the training 

data. The distance is calculated using one of the following measures 

Euclidean Distance 

Minkowski Distance 

Mahalanobis Distance 

For each training example <x,f(x)>, add the example to the list of training_examples. 

Given a query instance xq ¨ Given a query instance x to be classified, q 

to be classified, 

a)Let x1 ,x2….xk denote the k instances from training_examples that are nearest to xq 

. 

b)Return the class that represents the maximum of the k instances. 

c)If K = 5, subsequently in this case query instance xq will be classified as negative since three of its 

nearest neighbors are confidential as negative. 

d)Distance more often than not relates to all the attribute and assumes all of them have the same effects on 

coldness ¨ The similarity metrics do not consider the relation of attribute which result in inaccurate 
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distance and then impact on classification exactitude. Wrong classification due to presence presence of 

numerous neither here nor there irrelevant attributes  

 

 

 

Fig: data sets classification network using knn algorithm 

attributes is often termed as the curse of dimensionality ¨ For example: Each illustration be describe by 20 

attributes out of which only 2 are relevant in formative the association of the target function. In this case, 

instances that have identical values for the 2 relevant attributes may nevertheless be distant from one 

another in the 20 dimensional instance space. 

8. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we have discussed the PP techniques for data mining, and the usage of the  best applicable 

data perturbation technique with multilevel trust privacy.. Here the different  processes are to be done on 

the relational data.  
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